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ABSTRACT
PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF SEVERAL COMPUTER-BASED TEST
DESIGNS WITH IDEAL AND CONSTRAINED ITEM POOLS
MAY 2003
MICHAEL G. JODOIN, B.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA, B.S., UNIVERSITY
OF ALBERTA, M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA, Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professors J. Michael Royer and Ronald K. Hambleton
The purpose of this study was to compare linear fixed length test (LFT), multi
stage test (MST), and computer adaptive test (CAT) designs under three levels of
item pool quality, two levels of match between test and item pool content
specifications, two levels of test length, and several levels of exposure control
expected to be practical for a number of testing programs. This design resulted in
132 conditions that were evaluated using a simulation study with 9000 examinees on
several measures of overall measurement precision including reliability, the mean
error and root mean squared error between true and estimated ability levels,
classification precision including decision accuracy, false positive and false negative
rates, and Kappa for cut scores corresponding to 30%, 50%, and 85% failure rates,
and conditional measurement precision with the conditional root mean squared
error
between true and estimated ability levels conditioned on 25 true ability levels.
Vll
Test reliability, overall and conditional measurement precision, and
classification precision increased with item pool quality and test length, and
decreased with less adequate match between item pool and test specification match.
In addition, as the maximum exposure rate decreased and the type of exposure
control implemented became more restrictive, test reliability, overall and conditional
measurement precision, and classification precision decreased. Within item pool
quality, match between test and item pool content specifications, test length, and
exposure control, CAT designs showed superior psychometric properties as
compared to MST designs which in turn were superior to LFT designs. However,
some caution is warranted in interpreting these results since the ability of the
automated test assembly software to construct test that met specifications was limited
in conditions where pool usage was high. The practical importance of the
differences between test designs on the evaluation criteria studied is discussed with
respect to the inferences test users seek to make from test scores and non-
psychometric factors that may be important in some testing programs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Many testing programs are either administering their examinations via
computer, or expect to be doing so within the next few years. There are many well-
known reasons for testing programs to switch their examinations from paper-and-
pencil to computer-based administrations. Powerful incentives to move to computer-
based administrations include increasing the number of test administrations and
thereby providing flexibility for candidates to schedule their examinations at
convenient times, improved test security since paper examinations are more likely to
be compromised during printing, shipping, and storage, efficient scoring especially
for performance-based items because responses are immediately digitized, the
availability of immediate score reporting, automated diagnostic feedback, and the
ability to modify administrations to accommodate examinees with disabilities (Mills,
Potenza, Fremer, & Ward, 2002; Sands, Waters, & McBride, 1997; van der Linden
& Glas, 2000; Wainer, Dorans, Flaugher, Green, Mislevy, Steinberg, & Thissen,
2000).
Additionally, computer-based testing provides the opportunity to easily and
accurately record additional information, such as response time data, that may
enhance our understanding and consequently, improve our ability to model the
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interaction between examinee, constructs of interest, and the particular assessment
procedure implemented. This facility is reinforcing the connection with cognitive
psychology where response time has long been a focus of interest and is providing
the opportunity to empirically consider longstanding questions such as the
effectiveness of item-review and test-taking strategies used by examinees.
The collection of additional data has the potential to advance testing practice
in two important ways. First, when the additional information is considered as
collateral information, it has the practical advantage of providing the opportunity to
improve the estimation of the parameters in existing psychometric models with
existing sample sizes or enabling the application of existing models in situations
where obtaining a larger sample is not possible (Keller, 2002).
Secondly, the additional information may modify our theoretical
conceptualization of the factors affecting the constructs of interest and therefore
provide the impetus and the data required to develop and estimate models with more
verisimilitude. This will likely involve the development of increasingly
sophisticated tasks that may not be easily translated into conventional paper-and-
pencil test administrations. The ability of computer-based testing to present, capture,
codify, and score examinees on complex, dynamic, and possibly more construct-
relevant tasks will make it central in this process. Thus, computer-based testing has
the potential to improve the validity of the inferences drawn from test scores through
the introduction of new item formats that are more closely aligned with the
knowledge, skills, and abilities of interest.
2
1 .2 Statement of Problem
In addition to the aforementioned benefits, computer-based testing provides
convenient and unobtrusive methods to tailor or adapt examinations to individual
candidates in large scale testing programs. Among the fundamental objectives in test
development is the minimization of measurement error. That is, it is vital to insure
that scores or classifications assigned to candidates, based on their responses to items
that measure the construct of interest, are accurate measures of true proficiency and
do not contain large amounts of error.
In the context of paper-and-pencil examinations, Cronbach and Gleser (1965)
described the fidelity bandwidth dilemma that exists for non-adaptive tests. In
traditional non-adaptive testing, all examinees see the same or an equivalent test
form that consists of a series of items that measure the construct of interest. These
items, typically, are assembled to achieve one of two goals. Firstly, items with a
wide range of difficulties can be chosen so that examinees across a wide range of
abilities can be measured well. Such a test would have a rectangular distribution of
item difficulties and provide a similar level of measurement accuracy for many
examinees. In Cronbach and Gleser’ s terminology, such tests provide high
bandwidth but low fidelity. Secondly, items with a small range of item difficulties
can be chosen. Candidates with ability levels that are similar to the difficult of the
items chosen will be measured accurately. Candidates with ability levels that are not
similar to the difficult of the items chosen will have low measurement precision.
3
Such a test would have a peaked distribution of item difficulties and provide a high
level of measurement for examinees in a narrow range but less adequate
measurement outside this range. In Cronbach and Glaser’s terminology, it provides
high fidelity but low bandwidth. Obviously, this dilemma suggests that measuring a
subset of candidates with more precision requires that other candidates must be
measured with less precision. One resolution to this dilemma is to individualize, or
adapt, the selection of items for the examination to each candidate. In this way, each
candidate is administered a set of items that are peaked near the candidates ability
level and a high level of precision is gained for all examinees.
Several methods for administering adaptive tests in a paper-and-pencil
environment have been developed. Cronbach and Glaser (1965) articulated a two-
stage test that would be useful when making classification decisions. Examinees
were administered an initial test that was scored and only those examinees whose
score was close to the cutoff would be administered a second stage test that was
developed specifically to provide precise measurement targeted at the cut-point.
Lord (1971a, 1971b, 1980) described and developed the idea of flexilevel
tests. For flexilevel tests, items typically are ordered in terms of difficulty and an
examinee begins the test by responding to the item of middle difficulty. With every
correct response, the examinee responds to the next most difficult item. With each
incorrect response, the examinee responds to the next easiest item until halt the items
have been answered. In this context, the flexilevel test has been described as
pyramidal in structure, with a single item at each difficulty level (Hambleton,
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Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991). However, despite the advantages the paper-and-
Pencil adaptive test design provided in terms of increasing measurement precision
and improving classification decisions, they were not widely implemented in large-
scale high stakes testing.
For two-stage paper-and-pencil and flexilevel tests, there were theoretical and
practical challenges to administering adaptive tests. On the theoretical side, the
problem of assigning comparable scores to individual examinees that took
examinations of different difficulty was resolved with item response theory.
However, the computations required in item response theory were time consuming
and required improvements in technology to be feasible. In the absence of
computers, practical approaches that provided approximations were developed but
were not widely implemented. Even when procedures for quick scoring
approximations were available, the use of a paper-and-pencil format necessitated
administrative interruptions for examinees that are not reasonable for high stakes
examinations. In the two-stage test, a manual or mechanized procedure to score each
candidates routing test and then distribute second stage booklets to each candidate
near the cut score needs to be in place. For the flexilevel test, examinees need to
score their own responses after each item and then determine which question to
respond to next in order to proceed to the next appropriate item. Such test
administration procedures place too great a demand on candidates and proctors alike.
Computerized administration not only resolves these administrative challenges, but
also enables item response theory to be implemented.
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Nevertheless, the decision to computerize an examination is not without
potentially negative consequences. For example, there is an increased threat of item
compromise since examinations are typically being administered more frequently.
This may result in substantially increased item development requirements with
associated costs passed on to candidates (e.g., van der Linden & Glas, 2000; Wainer,
et al., 2000). Regardless of these and other shortcomings, with the reduced cost and
power of computers and the many other advantages described in the first section of
this chapter, the transition from pencil and paper administrations to computer-based
administrations is occurring in many testing programs.
Once the decision has been made to computerize the administration of an
examination, several test design options that differentially constrain the level of
individualization are readily available. Three of the most popular options are linear
fixed test (LFT), multi stage test (MST), and computer adaptive test (CAT) designs.
LFT designs are simply the computerization of a paper-and-pencil form and do not
adapt the test to examinee ability. MST designs individualize the test after a group
of items have been administered. That is an examinee is administered an initial set
of items, an interim proficiency estimate is computed, and then another set of items
designed to provide measure precision near the interim proficiency estimate is
administered. This process is repeated until a specified stopping rule, such as level
of measurement precision, decision accuracy, or total items, is satisfied. CAT
designs administer a single item, an interim proficiency estimate is computed, and
then another item that provides maximum measurement precision at the interim
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proficiency is administered. Again, the process is repeated until a stopping rule is
satisfied. Chapter 2 more completely describes, compares, and contrasts the relative
advantages and disadvantages of LFT, MST, and CAT designs and reviews several
studies that have previously compared these three popular test designs.
In terms of measurement precision alone, MST designs should provide
improvements over LFT designs and CAT designs should provide improvement over
MST and LFT designs since adaptation enables a better match between the items
administered and the ability of examinees. However, in addition to adaptation other
factors affect measurement precision. Increasing test length has the well-known
effect of increasing measurement precision. For example, the Spearman-Brown
Formula provides a method to predict the effect on measurement precision of
lengthening a test with items of similar quality in a given population. Improving the
quality of items is another method to improve measurement precision. Using items
that are more discriminating will also lead to more precise ability estimation.
A less obvious factor that influences measurement precision is the match
between the content specifications for the test and content specifications of the items
available in the item pool. Since tests must be assembled to meet content
specifications that typically form the foundation for defining the construct of interest,
a shortage of items in any content area limits the number of items available for
selection that will satisfy these content constraints. In turn, this limits the capability
of an adaptive test designs to select items that match an examinee s proficiency and
thus limits the improvements in measurement precision that result from adaptive
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designs. That is, test assembled without the restriction of conforming to test
specifications are able to include items that are more discriminating consequently,
potentially improving measurement precision at the expense of content
representation.
Another factor that influences measurement precision is the level of exposure
control implemented. In computer-based testing, tests are typically administered
more frequently and consequently exposure control is required to limit the
probability that an examinee has pre-knowledge of items they will be administered.
Regardless of test design, a higher level of exposure control tends to require the use
of more items to create additional test forms. This may require deeper use of the
item bank and consequently, reduce test reliability and decision accuracy since the
additional items tend to be less discriminating. Similar to match between the content
specifications for the test and content specification of the items available in the item
pool, higher item exposure control levels limit the capability of test designs to adapt
item selection to match examinee proficiency and in theory should limit the
improvements in measurement proficiency that result form adaptive designs.
Five factors have been identified that affect the level of measurement
precision: test design (level of adaptation), test length, item quality, match between
test and item pool content specifications, and exposure control. And although
several of the studies reviewed in Chapter 2 have compared the level of measurement
precision evaluated using conditional and unconditional indices of measurement
precision and the accuracy of classification decisions, these studies did not
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systematically compare differences in measurement precision between various test
designs that would result from interactions with item quality, match between test and
item pool content specifications, test length, and exposure control.
1.3 Purpose and Significance of Study
The purpose of this study, therefore, was to systematically compare the
differences in measurement precision among several test designs given variations
item quality, match between test and item pool content specifications, test length,
and exposure control. The evaluation criteria employed were consistent with
previous studies (e.g., Kim & Plake, 1993; Luecht, Nungester, & Hadadi, 1996;
Schnipke & Reese, 1997, Patsula, 1999; Xing 2000) and used indices of conditional
and unconditional measurement precision and the accuracy of classification
decisions.
In the first two factors considered the item pools available for test
construction are systematically varied. The quality of the item bank as measured by
the mean item discrimination level and match between the test content specifications
and the distribution of item attributes in the item pool can have a effect on
measurement precision. Despite their relevance to measurement precision, and their
importance in the test construction process neither had received systematic treatment
in the literature. For example, of the studies reviewed only Xing (2000) considered
different levels of item quality and the other studies either did not consider content
specifications or used item banks that provided excellent match to the content
9
specifications. Clearly then, the manipulation of these factors have the potential to
move the literature forward.
The next factor manipulated was test length. As depicted in Figure 1 .3. 1 , the
Spearman-Brown Formula demonstrates that increasing the length of highly reliable
tests can lead to relatively small increases in test reliability. Thus, the margin for
improvements in reliability that may be achieved with moderate to highly reliable
tests (i.e., tests of moderate to long length) through higher levels of adaptation may
be minimal. Furthermore, many studies that have compared test designs have not
manipulated test length. For example, Luecht, Nungester, and Fladadi (1996),
Patsula (1999), Schnipke and Reese (1997), and Xing (2001) used 180, 36, 25, and
35 items, respectively. This study considered 40- and 60-item tests to reflect test
lengths that are common in many testing programs.
Exposure control is an important aspect in computer based testing. Exposure
control limits the chance that examinees have pre-knowledge of the items they will
be administered. Pre-knowledge of items typically results in an increase in the
probability of a correct response for examinees and inflated ability estimates. Thus,
inadequate exposure control is extremely detrimental to validity since pre-knowledge
typically results in positive bias in proficiency estimates and lower measurement
precision for candidates with pre-knowledge. More stringent exposure control
requires the use of more items, typically of lower discrimination, and consequently
has the effect of lowering measurement precision. Given its salience, exposure
control was manipulated in this study.
10
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Figure 1.3.1. Relationship Between Test Length and Reliability given by the
Spearman-Brown Formula
Since several of these factors had not been considered in previous simulation
studies and were expected to effect the level of measurement precision, a simulation
study that systematically compared the differences in measurement precision
between several test designs given variations in item quality, match between test and
item pool content specifications, test length, and exposure control a simulation study
which systematically varied these factors was designed. The study implemented was
a 3 item bank quality (low, moderate, and high) by 2 match between item and test
content specification (constrained and unconstrained) by 2 test lengths (40- and 60-
item tests) by 3 exposure control (1 1%, 17%, and 33%) by 4 test design (LFT, two
stage MST, three stage MST, CAT) design.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Introduction
Once the decision has been made to computerize the administration of an
examination, several test design options that differentially constrain the level of test
individualization are readily available. This chapter describes, compares, and
contrasts important aspects of linear fixed, multi stage, and computer adaptive test
designs and reviews several studies that have previously compared these three
popular test designs.
2.2 Linear Fixed Testing
At one end of the continuum, a continuum reflecting the extent to which a
computer-based exam adapts item selection to the performance of candidates during
an examination administration is a linearfixed test (LFT). Here, separate test forms
are assembled in their entirety so that they are closely matched to each other in
content and item statistics. These forms can be assigned on a random basis to
candidates and the number of fixed test forms that are available can control the
exposure level of individual test items. This format provides the most control in test
development since each form can be carefully inspected and reviewed before
administration. Moreover, as a straightforward conversion of traditional
paper-and-
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pencil examinations a LFT has a consistent “look and feel” to candidates since,
typically, examinees are presented items in the same order and are allowed to skip,
review, and subsequently modify responses without penalty.
A popular variation on the LFT design is a “linear-on-the-fly test” (LOFT)
where each candidate receives a unique set of test items that are again matched on
content and statistical specifications. This variation, however, provides less control
to test developers than a LFT design since forms are dynamically created via an
algorithm immediately before each administration. Consequently, test developers do
not have the opportunity to inspect and review test forms. For LOFT designs, item
exposure levels becomes more complex as higher levels of item overlap are likely
with the large number of unique forms typical of LOFT designs. Both LFT and
LOFT designs are non-adaptive since all items are selected to conform to content and
statistical constraints before a candidate has been administered an exam.
2.3 Computerized Adaptive Testing
At the other end of the test adaptation continuum is a computerized adaptive
test (CAT). Here, content specifications remain essential and items are selected one
at a time to optimize the measurement properties of the test administered to each
candidate. This is achieved by selecting an initial item, obtaining a provisional
ability estimate, selecting another item so that content specifications and exposure
controls are met, and repeating the second and third steps until a stopping rule is
satisfied. A variety of stopping rules for the examination are common including
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achieving a desired level of measurement precision, achieving a desired level of
decision accuracy, or completed a pre-specified number of items. Item exposure can
be controlled overall (Sympson & Hetter, 1985) or conditional on ability (e.g.,
Robin, 2000, Stocking & Lewis, 2000) by limiting the number of times an item is
administered.
This test design provides the least control for test developers since each test
form is dynamically created by an algorithm that selects items one at a time, based
on the most recent proficiency estimate for a candidate, during administration. Thus,
actual test forms cannot be inspected or reviewed until after the test administration is
complete. Of course, simulations can be conducted to not only insure content
specifications are met but also to generate model test forms for examinees of various
proficiencies that can be sampled and carefully reviewed by test developers.
For test developers and candidates, CAT designs can be also be problematic
because the look and feel of examinations can vary considerably between examinees.
Since the sequencing of items is typically less tightly controlled, items from content
areas are not necessarily presented together, or if they are presented together, they
may not be presented in the same order. Such sequencing can be cause examinees
difficulty in pacing, for example, if items from some content areas require
substantially more time than others.
Perhaps the most frequent criticism from test takers is the inability to skip,
review, or change responses to items in CAT designs. Since each item that a
candidate is administered is selected based on the responses to all previous items.
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candidates may not skip items (without having it scored incorrect) because this
would reduce the effectiveness of tailoring the examination. Similarly, items cannot
be reviewed or changed once the examinee has responded since this implies that
provisional estimate used as the basis for item selection was sub-optimal. Despite
these psychometric arguments, most examinees are used to taking examinations that
allow item review and, consequently, find the inability to review items in CAT
disconcerting.
2.4 Multi Stage Testing
In the middle of the test adaptation continuum is a computer adaptive
sequential or multi-stage test (MST). Using the nomenclature developed by Luecht
and Nungester (1998), test items are administered to candidates in series of fixed sets
of items that are called modules (also called item blocks or testlets). A module is a
self-contained, carefully constructed, fixed set of items that are ordered the same for
every examinee to whom it is administered. A test form is comprised of a series of
stages where one or more modules are administered. Adaptation may occur between
each stage by selecting tailored modules that are matched to the proficiency estimate
of the candidate from the items included in all previously administered modules.
Figure 2.4.1 provides an example of a 3-stage MST. All candidates are given a
module of moderate difficulty in stage 1. Subsequently, a proficiency estimate is
computed based on the items in stage 1 and weak, average and strong candidates are
administered easy, moderate, and difficult modules, respectively. Next, another
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proficiency estimate is computed based on the items administered in all previous
stages (i.e., stages 1 and 2) and candidates are administered a module of appropriate
difficulty in stage 3.
Low
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Examinee Ability
Average High
Easy Moderate Hard
Target Module Information Function
Figure 2.4.1. A 3-Stage MST
To control item exposure levels, multiple modules are assembled so that they
are closely matched on content and statistical specifications. Then, MST panels are
assembled so that each panel follows a common MST design, such as the one in
Figure 2.4. 1 , but contains a unique combination of modules. Thus, exposure
can be
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controlled by randomly assigning candidates to panels and the exposure for each
module can be determined in advance, or at least predicted if a reasonably accurate
estimate of the candidate score distribution is available. Figure 2.4.2 provides an
example of a 2-stage MS T design consisting of three panels. Each panel consists of
one of the three stage one modules and the same easy, medium, and hard modules in
stage two. A common unconditional item exposure rate of 33% is maintained by
routing the lower, middle and upper third of examinees to the easy, medium, and
difficult modules in stage two, respectively. Similarly, an exposure rate of 16.7%
could be maintained by doubling the number of modules assembled.
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MST designs possess many of the desirable characteristics of LFT and CAT
designs while not possessing their limitations. MST designs provide the relatively
high level of control for test developers found in LFT designs but not CAT designs
since each module and panel may be reviewed before administration. Similarly,
candidates may change answers or skip test items and return to them, before actually
finishing a module and moving on to another since adaptation occurs only after each
module. This limited control by the candidate (i.e., being able to omit test items and
return to them later within a module) is a test administration feature that is
responsive to one of the main criticisms ofCAT administrations (Vispoel, 1998). In
addition, since examinations are tailored to the proficiency of candidates,
measurement precision may be gained over LFT or LOFT designs without an
increase in test length. Of course, since adaptation occurs less frequently than in
MST than CAT designs measurement precision will be somewhat lower for MST
and CAT designs of the same test length.
Finally, it should be noted that MST designs could be considered a
generalized framework for the other testing designs described earlier. For example,
Figure 2.4.3 shows that a 1 -stage MST with one /7-item module is comparable to a
LFT. Likewise, a /7-stage MST where each module consists of a single item and
each stage has a large number of one-item modules available tor selection is
comparable to a CAT. Figure 2.4.4 depicts this situation for a 3-item test with only
the optimal one-item modules based on a correct and incorrect response visible in
each stage.
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Figure 2.4.3. LFT design as a special case of a MST design
a
Stage 3
Stage 2
Stage 1
Item Difficulty
Figure 2.4.4. CAT design as a special case of a MST design
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2.5 Comparisons of Test Designs
Clearly then, a number of computer-based test designs are available, and
MST designs appear to be a promising option to LFT or CAT designs. But
additional research is needed, and perhaps surprisingly given its potential for
improving assessment practices, MST designs have received much less research
attention than CAT designs. This section reviews several papers that have compared
these test designs (Kim & Plake, 1993; Luecht, Nungester, & Hadadi, 1996;
Schnipke & Reese, 1997, Patsula, 1999; Xing 2000).
Kim and Plake (1993) compared 2-stage MST and CAT designs in a
simulation study using an item pool of 354 items with a fixed discrimination and
pseudo-guessing parameters equal to 0.70 and 0.18 and difficulty parameters from
uniform distribution between -3.0 and 3.00. No content constraints or allowances
for item exposure were made. Next, 1600 examinees, 100 at 16 equally spaced
intervals from -3.00 to 3.00 were administered several 2-stage MST and CAT
designs and evaluated on four evaluation criteria: the correlation between true and
maximum likelihood ability estimates, the root mean square error and bias of the
ability estimates, the root mean square error of ability estimates conditional on true
ability, and relative efficiency.
The MST designs were created by crossing stage one module lengths of 10,
15 and 20 items, with rectangular and peaked information functions for the routing
tests, and 6, 7, or 8 30-item modules in stage two. This created 18 different
2-stage
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MST designs that were compared to 40-, 45-, and 50-item maximum information
CAT designs without item exposure. As expected, their results showed that the
correlation between true ability and ability estimates were higher for CAT than MST
designs of the same length. Moreover, they demonstrated that CAT designs tended
to provide more accurate estimation of examinee at either extreme than did the MST
designs but MST designs with peak routing tests measured examinees in the center
of the distribution as well as CAT tests of the same length. Finally, they note that the
shape of routing test was quite important with a rectangular routing test and an odd
number of second stage tests producing the more accurate ability estimates than
other MST designs of comparable length.
Luecht, Nungester, and Hadadi (1996) compared several CAT and MST
designs in a simulation study using Rasch item parameters for 2538 items from a
previous administration of the United States Medical Licensing (USMLE) Step 1
examination. Each design required the assembly of a 1 80-item examination with 60
content constraints. Exposure control was not systematically manipulated in any of
the test designs. The three CAT designs were content- constrained CAT,
heuristically content-balanced CAT, and randomesque adaptive mastery testing.
Two MST designs were developed. First, a 3 -stage MST with three modules in stage
two and five modules in stage three. The second MST design had four stages with
two modules in stage two, three modules in stage three, and four modules in stage
four. Each test design was administered to 20,000 candidates from a distribution
that
emulated the operational distribution and required 60 content specifications
to be
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met. For each test design, 1 80-item tests were constructed and compared on
reliability and decision accuracy.
The five test designs showed little difference in decision accuracy with
decision accuracy above 95%. Similarly, all five test designs produced highly
reliable tests of approximately 0.94 with content- constrained CAT and heuristically
content-balanced CAT slightly higher than the two MST designs that were, in turn,
higher than randomesque adaptive mastery testing. Additionally, all designs were
considered promising options since they represented a 70 percent reduction in test
length from the operational LFT design with reliability dropping only from 0.97 to
0.94.
Despite these promising results, relatively few testing programs have tests
that are so long. Schnipke and Reese (1997) provide an important generalization to
this study by considering a shorter test length. They compared two 25-item MST
and two 25-item CAT designs. LFT designs of 25 and 51 items were used as a
baseline. The item bank was simulated according to the three parameter IRT model
to emulate a pool consisting of a series of 5-item testlets. However, no content
specifications were modeled. The two MST designs consisted of a 2-stage design
with 1 0 items in stage one and 1 5 items in stage two and a 4-stage design with 1
0
items in stage one and 5 items in the second, third and fourth stages. The CAT
designs were a standard maximum information item selection at the item level and a
maximum information item selection at the testlet level. To compare the designs,
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25000 examinees at 25 equidistant ability levels between -3.0 and 3.0 were
simulated.
As in the previous studies, the item-level CAT produced the highest
reliabilities and the lowest root mean squared error particularly for examinees of
particularly high or low proficiency. In contrast, the 25-item LFT design had the
lowest levels of measurement precision. However, the authors concluded that the
51
-item LFT, the two MST designs, and testlet based CAT performed similarly for
all but the most proficient examinees.
Patsula (1999) designed a study that further explored variations in MST
designs and compared them to a LFT and CAT design for a 36-item test. She used
an item bank of 41 8 items and designed all tests to conform to conform to a test
specification consisting of nine content areas. Exposure controls were consistent
within design but not across designs. The LFT design consisted of five forms for an
exposure rate of 0.20. The CAT design had a maximum conditional exposure rate of
0.20. Only two MST panels were constructed for each design but given the
variations in MST designs exposure controls were not consistent. However, to limit
the impact of this variation specification the use of the most informative items, via
specifying the most informative target information functions, was restricted.
Fourteen MST test designs were simulated which manipulated the number ot
stages (2- and 3-stage MST designs), the number of modules per stage (3 or 5
modules in stages two and three), and the number of items per stage (6, 12, 1 8 or 24).
Each design was compared by simulating 500 examinees at 10 equidistant ability
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levels between -2.25 and 2.25 and evaluated based on the conditional root mean
squared error and bias and the relative efficiency of each MST design compared to
the LFT and CAT design. As expected, the study indicated that the CAT design
resulted in more precise estimates than MS I designs that in turn were more accurate
than the LFT design. Furthermore, within the MST designs increasing the number of
stages and the number of modules per stage resulted in increased measurement
precision. The author concluded, that of the MST designs considered, the 3-stage
MST design consisting of 6, 12, and 18 items in each stage, respectively, with five
modules in the second and third stage provided the best balance of exposure control
and measurement precision.
Xing (2000) extended these results to test designs whose primary purpose is
to make pass fail decisions. He compared four 35-item test designs with five content
constraints: LFT, 2-stage MST with 1 5 items in stage one and 2 1 5-item modules in
stage two, 2-stage MST with 15 items in stage one and 3 15-item modules in stage
two, and a CAT designs with maximum information item selection. Each test design
was crossed with three factors: item bank size, item quality, and the placement of the
passing score.
Xing (2000) cites four main findings. First, improvements in the quality of
items, as measured by increased discrimination parameters, increased decision
accuracy and consistency. Second, doubling the size of the item bank from 240 to
480 items enabled item exposure to be reduced considerably but did not substantially
decrease decision accuracy or consistency. However, it did not attempt to improve
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the decision accuracy or consistency by increasing the use of the most informative
items and consequently, higher measurement precision would not be expected.
Three, the location of the passing score had a noticeable affect on the decision
accuracy and consistency. Finally, all the LFT, MST, and CAT test designs
produced comparable levels of decision consistency and accuracy and therefore the
potential of adaptive test designs to improve measurement properties may be lower
for tests whose focus is on criterion referenced as compared to normatively
referenced decisions.
2.6 Summary
Sections 2.2 to 2.4 described, compared, and contrasted important aspects of
LFT, MST, and CAT designs. Although measurement precision is an important
consideration in the choice of test design, other non-psychometric factors like the
ability for examinees to skip, review, and change items and the ability for test
developers to conduct careful form review can also play an important role in
choosing a test design. Thus, the measurement precision that may be gained by the
more adaptive test designs should be large enough to justify the added complexity of
adaptive test designs and the potential non-psychometric limitations that may result
from selecting these models.
This decision to choose an adaptive test design becomes even more complex
given the number of factors under test developer’s control that have the ability to
effect measurement precision and interact with the ability to effectively adapt
item
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selection to examinee proficiency. These include item quality, the match between
the distribution of item attributes and the test specifications, test length, and item
exposure levels. Many of these variables have not been studied carefully in previous
research. Therefore, this study was designed to quantify the differences in
measurement precision that might result under a number of different levels of each of
these factors and assist test developers in selecting and justifying test designs under a
number ofcommon conditions.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of several factors
expected to influence conditional and overall measurement precision and the
accuracy of classification decisions in adaptive test designs. Five variables expected
to affect these evaluation criteria were manipulated: 1) item quality, 2) the match
between distribution of item attributes and the test specifications, 3) test length, 4)
item exposure levels, and 5) test design.
The first two factors considered systematically varied the item pools available
for test construction. These factors were the quality of the item bank as measured by
the mean item discrimination level and match between the test content specifications
and the distribution of item attributes in the item pool. Together the six levels in
these two factors defined the item pools that were crossed with each level of the
other factors.
The third and fourth factors varied were test length and level of exposure
control. Test lengths of 40 and 60 items were considered since test length is a
primary factor that affects reliability and decision consistency. Since the item pool
size was constant at 450 items, the pool was able to reasonably support three levels
of exposure control at the 40-item test length and two levels of exposure
control at
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the 60-item test length lor the LJ' 1 and MS 1 designs. Thus, five levels of test length
and exposure control were considered and completely crossed with the six item
banks that resulted lorm the first two factors for the LF 1 and MS I designs. For the
CAT designs, similar levels of unconditional and conditional exposure control and a
baseline condition with no exposure control for each test length was implemented.
Thus, six levels of test length and exposure control were considered and completely
crossed with the six item banks that resulted form the first two factors for the CAT
design.
The final factor manipulated was test design. Four test designs were
considered. Linear fixed test (LFT), 2-stage multi-stage test (MST2), and computer
adaptive test (CAT) designs were completely crossed with the other factors. In
addition, a 3-stage multi-stage test (MST3) was implemented for the 60-item test
length. Thus, six levels of item pool were completely crossed with two levels of test
length, and incompletely crossed with several levels of exposure control and test
designs to form 132 conditions.
The remainder of this chapter is divided into four sections: item pools, test
length and exposure control, test designs, and evaluation criteria. Each section
details the manipulation of each factor, data generation, and the evaluation criteria
used in this study.
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3.2 Item Pools
Two factors were manipulated to create six item pools with characteristics
typical of a number of testing programs for use in this study. Item pool size was not
manipulated and was set to 450 items, as this is a typical item pool size for large-
scale high-stakes testing programs.
The first factor manipulated was item quality as measured by item
discrimination. Item quality is an important variable to consider since higher levels
of item discrimination are generally associated with increased test reliability and
classification accuracy. Although attempts have been made to improve the quality of
items available to a testing program by increasing the training given to item writers
or increasing the level of item pre-testing, some domains and examinee populations
tend to feature items that are more discriminating than others. For example, items
that measure domains that tend to be more multidimensional are typically less
discriminating than items measuring domains that are more strictly unidimensional.
Similarly, items used in relatively homogenous populations tend to be less
discriminating than those in populations that are more heterogeneous. Since the
domain of the test and the target population are rarely under direct control of the
testing program, the quality of items available in an item pool is under limited
control.
To reflect this limited control and improve the generalizability of the results,
three levels of item pool quality were simulated using the three-parameter logistic
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item response theory model. A low discriminating item pool was simulated with
discrimination, difficulty, and pseudo guessing parameters generated from a
lognormal distribution with mean 0.60 and standard deviation 0.20, a normal
distribution with mean 0.00 and mean 1.00, and a uniform distribution between 0.00
and 0.30, respectively. Moderate and high discriminating item pools were simulated
with discrimination parameters from lognormal distributions with means of 0.80 and
1.00, respectively, and a standard deviation of 0.20. The difficulty and pseudo-
guessing parameters were consistent with the low discriminating pool.
The second factor manipulated was the match between the test content
specifications and the distribution of item attributes in the item pool. In practice,
tests are built to conform to a test content specification that is designed such that a
set of items that meet these specifications are representative of the construct of
interest. Although it is considered ideal for the relative number of items with each
content attribute in the item pool to be proportional to the relative number of items
with each content attribute required by the test specification, in practice this is not
achieved. Items from some content areas are frequently much easier or difficult to
write than others. Consequently, item writers may produce items with some content
attributes in disproportionately large or small numbers. In addition, items from some
content areas are more likely to be removed from consideration because of poor pre-
test statistics. Even when successful targeted item writing to ameliorate relative
deficiencies in the item pool is undertaken, the time for new items to be written,
edited, pre-tested and approved for inclusion in operational item pools may
require
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the use ot an item pool that has some content attributes that are disproportionately
underrepresented for some time. Underrepresented content areas limit the number of
items available in item selection and accordingly may reduce test reliability and
classification accuracy when less discriminating items must be chosen to meet
content specifications.
The test specifications used in this study required an equal number of items
from five content areas. That is, regardless of test design, each 40 and 60 item test
required 8 and 12 items from each of the five content areas, respectively. To emulate
both ideal and constrained item pools, items were randomly assigned to content areas
in two ways. First, to form an ideal item pool where the test specifications and the
distribution of item attributes in the item pool are proportional, 90 items were
assigned to each of the five content areas. Second, to form a constrained item pool
where the test specifications and the distribution of item attributes in the item pool
are not proportional, two content areas were reduced by 1 5 items with these items
reclassified equally in the other three content areas. Since tests are constrained to
meet the content specifications for the test which call for an equal number of items
from each of the five content areas, the effect of the constrained pool should be to
require deeper use of the item bank, the use of less discriminating items, and reduced
measurement precision. 1 he number of items randomly assigned to each content
area is summarized in fable 3.2.1.
Therefore, three levels of item pool quality were crossed with two levels ot
match between test specifications and the distribution ot item attributes in the
item
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pool to form six item banks that were crossed with the other three factors
manipulated in this study.
Table 3.2.1. Content Specifications for Ideal and Constrained Pools
Content Category Number of Items
Ideal Pool Constrained Pool
1 90 100
2 90 100
3 90 100
4 90 75
5 90 75
3.3 Test Length
Test length is one the primary factors that affects test reliability and decision
accuracy. Longer tests are more reliable and have higher decision accuracy.
Nevertheless, in computer-based testing two important economic factors limit the
length of tests. First, longer tests require more items to be developed and item
development is one of the primary cost for testing programs in both paper-and-pencil
and computer-based testing programs. Second, unlike paper-and-pencil
examinations, computer-based testing programs typically have to pay facility
providers for the use of computers on which examinees take the test. As tests
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become longer, the time allocated lor examinees to complete the test increases, and
consequently the costs per test administration, which are ultimately passed along to
candidates, are increased as well. Therefore, test length can be limited by economic
constraints on a testing program.
Test lengths of 40 and 60 items were considered in this study. These values
were chosen since they approximate test lengths of many large-scale high-stakes
testing programs. Although some CAT administered tests like the Graduate Records
Exam and Graduate Management Admissions Test can be as short as 28 items and
some paper-and-pencil certification examinations like the United States Medical
Licensing Examination can be several hundred items long, many testing program
currently administer tests between 40 and 60 items in length. Examples of tests of
this length include several achievement tests administered as part of the
Massachusetts Comprehensive Achievement System and certification tests
administered by Microsoft. In addition, these test lengths extend the literature since,
despite its relevance to test reliability and decision accuracy, several of the
comparative studies discussed in Chapter 2 did not manipulate test length (e.g.,
Luecht, Nungester, and Hadadi (1996) 180 items, Patsula (1999) 36 items, Schnipke
and Reese (1997) 25 items, and Xing (2001) 35 items).
3.4 Exposure Control
In computer-based testing, tests are typically administered more frequently
and consequently exposure control is required to limit the probability that an
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examinee has pre-knowledge of items they will be administered. In LFT and MST
designs, exposure control is achieved by creating multiple test forms and assigning
examinees to test forms randomly. In CA 1 designs, exposure control is achieved by
limiting the proportion of examinees an item is administered to either
unconditionally or conditional on examinee ability. Regardless of test design, higher
levels of exposure control require the use of more items to create additional test
forms and typically reduce test reliability and decision accuracy since the additional
items tend to be less discriminating.
Of course, the number of forms that can be successfully assembled depends
on the test design, and the number and nature of items available in the item pool. As
the test designs become more complex, more constraints are imposed and the Fit
between test assembly specifications and actual tests assembled is likely to increase.
This is particularly true as the proportion of the items in the pool needed to assemble
forms increases since this limits the ability of test assembly algorithms to produce
forms that meet test specifications. Additionally, that match between the test content
specifications and the distribution of item attributes in the item pool will have the
effect of reducing the effective size of the item pool. For example, when six 60-item
test forms are assembled 72 items from each content area are required to meet test
specifications. Consequently, the 60 item tests assembled from the constrained item
bank the effective pool usage from two of the content areas will be 96%.
For the 40-item test length, three levels of exposure control were simulated
by simultaneously assembling 3, 6, and 9 non-overlapping forms tor
the LF f and
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MST designs. This corresponds to items exposed to approximately 33%, 1 7%, and
1 1% of examinees or utilizing 27%, 53%, and 80% of the 450 items in the pool.
Similarly, for the 60-item test length, two levels of exposure control were simulated
by simultaneously assembling 3 and 6 non-overlapping forms for the LFT and MST
designs. This corresponds to items exposed to approximately 33% and 17% of
examinees or utilizing 40.0% and 80.0% of the pool. In both cases, this represented
a range of item exposure levels and level of item pool usage that would likely strain
the test assembly software.
For the CAT design, three exposure controls were implemented to enable
comparisons with the LFT and MST designs. First, a baseline condition with no
exposure control for both the 40- and 60-item test lengths was simulated. Second, an
unconditional exposure control that restricted item exposures to approximately 33%,
1 7%, and 1 1% of examinees for the 40-item test and 33%, and 17% of examinees for
the 60-item test regardless of ability was simulated. This unconditional exposure
control condition is most similar to the exposure control implemented in MST
designs where the exposure levels of stages two and above are limited
unconditionally by the routing rules employed and conditionally by the number of
interchangeable modules at a given stage. For example, in Figure 2.4.2 the
unconditional exposure level for Module Bi 3 is approximately 33% but the
conditional exposure level for examinees to which it is administered is 100%. For a
similar two-stage MST with six stage one modules and two stage two modules at
each of three difficulty levels the unconditional exposure rate would be 17% and the
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conditional exposure rate 50% for stage two modules. Third, a conditional exposure
control that restricted item exposures to approximately 33% and 17% of examinees
conditional on 1 1 equal sized ability levels between -2.25 and 2.25 was implemented
for 40- and 60-item tests since it is typical of testing programs implementing CAT
designs. A conditional exposure control that restricted item exposure to 1 1% for 40-
items was eliminated because exposure levels at this rate could not be supported by
the item bank using the software available.
3.5 Test Designs
Four computer-based test designs, LFT, MST2, MST3, and CAT, were used
in this study. The methodology used to select items and control exposure control for
the LFT and MST designs precedes the CAT designs.
To avoid using the most informative items in any one form of the LFT and
MST designs, which would have the effect of forms with differing reliabilities, a
target test information function had to be specified. This target test information
function then provided a common statistical target to which test forms or modules
were assembled. Of course, each target test information function needed be
specified such that it could be satisfactorily approximated given the item pool, the
content constraints, and the limitations of the software. Furthermore, to enable an
equitable comparison between test designs, the targets had to be aggressively
specified so that each design would maximize test reliability.
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Target test information functions were determined using a modified form of
the average maximum test information technique (Luecht, 1992, 2000; Luecht &
Hirsch, 1992). To implement this technique, the number of items from each content
area required for each test length by exposure control was determined. Next, the
most informative items from each content area were selected and the average item
information function was calculated. Finally, the preliminary target test information
target was determined by multiplying the average information function for each item
by the length of the test form or module.
For example, the 40-item LFT with six forms required 240 items in total with
48 items from each of five content areas. Thus, the one sixth of the total information
provided by the 48 most discriminating items from each content area was used as the
preliminary target test information function. Similarly, for the 60-item MST2 design
with an item exposure level of 33%, three 30-item modules were constructed for the
medium difficulty stage one module and, one easy, medium, and hard 30 item-
module were constructed for stage two. The easy and hard modules had target
information functions that were transformed by one standard deviation, left and right,
respectively. This made it possible to create three MST forms: Each MST panel
consisted of one of the three unique stage one medium difficult modules and the
same three modules in the second stage. Therefore, six 30-item modules were
simultaneously created resulting in item pool usage and item exposure rates that
would be equitable to the comparable LFT condition. This process was repeated for
the 40-item MST2 and 60-item MST3 designs with 20 item modules.
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CASTISEL (Luecht, 1998) was then used to assemble test forms from each
item pool. To establish that the target test information functions were in fact met,
two indices of fit, mean error (ME), and root mean squared error (RMSE) between
the target and actual test information functions were calculated as summarized in
Equations 3.1 and 3.2.
MElm = X_±Wa-W,TIFN (3.1)
RMSE
I(0) =
(m A-m TIF ) 2
N
(3.2)
Here, 6 is ability, I [6) 4 is the information in the assembled form at 0 ,
l(0)
Tlr
is the information specified in the target information function at 0
,
and N is
the number of ability points used in computing the index. For good fit, each index
should be small. Positive values ofME indicate the test forms assembled generally
provide more information than specified and the target test information function may
be increased. Conversely, negative values indicate less information than specified is
provided and the target test information function could be decreased. RMSE
provides a general measure of the mean differences between the target and actual
information functions. Low values of RMSE are ideal although as the level of
information specified becomes large even relatively small differences can increase
the RMSE. Target information functions were increased or decreased incrementally
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by 5 /o until these indices indicated more aggressive target test information functions
with good fit could not be specified.
Examinee response data were simulated lor the LFT and MS I designs using
MSTSIM (Jodoin, 2002). For each test form, a random sample of 9000 examinees
from a normal distribution with mean 0.0 and standard deviation 1 .0 were used. By
using a very large examinee sample size, sampling errors in the statistics of interest
could be kept very small and reduce problems in interpreting the main results.
For all analyses, expected a posterior (EAP) estimation was used for
computing ability estimates (see Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991; Lord,
1980). For the LFT design, examinees were randomly assigned to each form. For
MST designs, based on ability estimates at the end of a previous stage, candidates
were assigned to easy, and hard modules if their ability estimates were below -0.43
and above 0.43, respectively, and the medium module otherwise. This allocation
plan resulted in an approximately uniform item exposure rate since the 2- and 3-stage
MST designs had three unique modules and the examinees in the simulation were
randomly sampled from a standard normal distribution. Also, pathways were
restricted so that examinees were not able to move from the easy to hard or trom
hard to easy modules in successive stages since this would reflect an aberrant (i.e.,
non-model fitting) behavior and in practice would be subject to review.
1
1
In this study, this restriction was not required; no candidates had such drastic
changes in their ability
estimates. This is likely the result of relatively long modules and item responses
that were generated
according to the model used in scoring
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For CAT designs, examinee response data for the six unique item pools
consisting of item parameters and content specifications at the appropriate test
lengths and maximum exposure levels were generated using a CAT simulator in use
at ETS. EAP estimates were used for provisional and final ability estimates, the
weighted deviations model (Stocking & Swanson, 1993) was used for imposing
constraints on maximum information item selection. No exposure control method
was implement for the baseline condition. Stocking and Lewis’ (1998) multinomial
exposure control method was implemented with only one interval (that contained
examinees) for unconditional exposure control and with 1 1 equal sized intervals
between -2.25 and 2.25 for the conditional exposure control conditions.
3.6 Evaluation Criteria
Since many testing programs are concerned with both the precision of
individual test scores and classification decisions, measures of score precision and
decision accuracy were computed for each condition. To evaluate the accuracy of
ability estimates from each test design, four analyses were conducted on each
condition. First, the test reliability was computed by correlating the true ability with
the final ability estimate. Second, the mean error (ME) between the true ability and
final ability estimate was computed to provide a measure of the bias of score
estimates. Third, the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the true ability and
final ability estimate was computed to provide another measure of the accuracy of
score estimates. Fourth, to compare the accuracy of ability estimates at
different
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ability levels, the root mean squared error between the true ability and final ability
estimate conditional on true ability at 25 equal sized intervals between -3.0 and 3.0
in 0.25 intervals was calculated.
Although accurate ability estimates are generally important in testing, the
quality of a certification examination is judged by the level of decision accuracy
achieved. To investigate the capabilities of each test design to properly classify
examinees as qualified or unqualified candidates, analyses were conducted with pass
rates of approximately 30%, 50%, and 85%. True and estimated abilities above -
0.524, 0.000, and 1.036 were classified as true or observed certifiable candidates and
true and estimated abilities below these values were classified as true or observed
non-certifiable candidates. The three pass rates span the range of pass rates that are
typical. Furthermore, it should provide an important basis for generalizing the
results of this study since the number of examinees near a passing score affects the
decision consistency and decision accuracy. Using the classifications described
above a cross tabulation analysis was performed and the decision accuracy, false-
positive and false negative classification rates, and Kappa coefficient computed.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
4.1 Overview
In this chapter, the results for the study are presented. Five factors were
examined in this study: 1) Mean item pool discrimination, 2) Match between item
test content specifications, 3) Test length, 4) Exposure control, and 5) Test design.
The first two factors were completely crossed to form six item pools, high
constrained (HC), high unconstrained (HU), moderate constrained (MC), moderate
unconstrained (MU), low constrained (LC), and low unconstrained (LU). The other
three factors were incompletely crossed as permitted by the item pool available for
test construction.
This chapter consists of four sections. The first section reports the results of
the LFT and MST form assembly process. The second section reports the results of
the simulations completed to generate item exposure parameters for CAT designs
with no, unconditional, and conditional exposure limits. Results are presented tor no
exposure control followed by unconditional and conditional exposure types by item
pool and test length, respectively. The third section summarizes criteria that evaluate
overall measurement precision. These include reliability, the mean error and root
mean square error between the true and estimated abilities, and the decision
accuracy, false positive and false negative rates, and kappa coefficient at
pass rates
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of 30%, 50%, and 85% for the six item pools by test length. The final section
summarizes the root mean square error of EAP ability estimates conditional on 25
true proficiency levels between —3.0 and 3.0 for the six item pools by exposure
control level with the no exposure control CAT design as a baseline.
4.2 LFT and MST Form Assembly
The fit between the target test information and the actual test information
functions of the LFT and MST forms assembled using CASTISEL (Luecht, 1998)
are reported in Table 4.2. 1 . The patterns of fit follow patterns that can be expected.
The fit to the target information functions is in general better for the LFT than the
MST forms since fewer target information functions are being specified and thus the
assembly software has fewer constraints to satisfy. Similarly, within test designs
higher levels of exposure control (i.e., lower percentages of item exposure) are
associated with less adequate fit since higher exposure control levels necessitate the
specification of additional target information functions to assemble test forms. The
fit for constrained pools is generally less adequate than the fit for unconstrained
pools since the number of items available to meet the content constraints effectively
limits the size of the item pool. Finally, the fit of the low discrimination pools is
better than the medium discrimination pools, which in turn is better than high
discrimination pools. This is due to higher levels of information being specified in
more discriminating pools. Consequently, even relatively modest deviations can
result in poor fits (i.e., relatively large RMSEs).
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The fit for both LFT forms is excellent for the 40- and 60-item test length with
33% exposure control across all item pools as indicated by mean errors (ME) of
approximately 0.0 and root mean squared errors (RMSE) that are small. This is
expected since relatively few target information functions are being specified and the
item pool usage in these cases is relatively low at 27% and 40%. The fit for the 40-
item LFT with a 1 7% exposure rate is adequate across item pools but is higher than
in the lower exposure cases. The fit of the 40-item LFT with 1 1% exposure and 60-
item LFT with 1 7% are the highest of the LFT forms as expected since they require
using 80% of the items in the pool. However, given that the information specified is
typically quite high, in excess of 10, these differences will have a relatively small
impact of the differences in measurement precision expected. For example, for a
given ability level with a target information level of 10.0, failing to meet the target
by 1.0 will raise the standard error of measurement from 0.32 to 0.33 while
exceeding the target information by 1 .0 will lower the standard error of measurement
from 0.33 to 0.30. Nevertheless, caution is warranted in interpreting the aggregate
measures of conditional and unconditional measurement precision for the conditions
with relatively poor fit since poorer fit indicates that conditional measurement
precision may vary more than desired between forms within design.
The fit for the MST designs is similar to that with the LFT designs. When
exposure levels are relatively high, resulting in low item pool usage, fit is good.
Thus, the fit for the 40-item MST designs are good for the 33% exposure rate,
marginal for the 17% exposure rate, and poor for the 1 1% exposure rate. For the
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1 1 /o exposure rate, fit is particularly poor for the high and medium discrimination
pools. The fit for the 60-item MS I designs are adequate for the 33% exposure rates
but once again poor for the 1 7% exposure rates where pool usage is at 80%.
Additionally, in the MST designs the information functions specified are lower than
in the LFT conditions since modules are only 20 or 30 items long. Thus, the
moderating influence of large target information functions, which on a percentage
basis are relatively well met despite a relatively large RMSE, is not applicable. Once
again, caution is warranted in interpreting the measures of conditional and
unconditional measurement precision for the conditions with relatively poor fit.
4.3 Exposure Control for CAT Designs
The item exposure levels for the three exposure control methods implemented
with the CAT designs are presented in this section. Figures 4.3.1 through 4.3.6
present the exposure rate for each item by test length and pool when no exposure
control method was implemented. In each case, one item has an exposure rate of 1 .0
indicating it was the most discriminating item, and provided maximum information
at an ability level of-1 .0 that was the initial ability estimate used in all CAT
simulations. Furthermore, it is apparent that a large number of the items are not
administered to any examinees. This is expected since only the most discriminating
items that meet the test specifications are selected from the pool. Consequently, pool
usage rates, defined as the proportion of the items administered to one or more
examinees are relatively low..
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Table 4.3.1 summarizes the item usage for CAT designs by test length,
exposure control level and type, and pool. Although most notable in the no exposure
control conditions, pool usage is lower with shorter test lengths. Similarly, pool
usage is lower with more restrictive types of exposure control, and lower exposure
control levels reflecting conditions which result in the larger number of items are
likely unavailable for a given item selection. Finally, there is a small difference
between the discrimination levels of item pools. Although the discrimination
parameters for each pool were sampled from log normal distributions with the same
standard deviations, the lower discriminating pools are somewhat more negatively
skewed resulting in the most discriminating items becoming relatively more
attractive compared to others within the pool.
Table 4.3.1. Percent Pool Use for CAT Designs
Exposure Exposure
Type Rate
HC HU
Item Pool
MC MU LC LU
Test Length=40
None - 44 44 41 40 35 35
11 90 89 90 87 87 84
Unconditional 17 70 67 71 68 68 62
33 56 50 54 47 50 44
17 100 94 100 83 100 92
Conditional
33 100 79 100 86 100 89
Test Length=60
None - 61 59 54 52 45 47
17 92 91 91 89 89 89
Unconditional
33 69 68 66 63 60 61
17 100 100 100 96 100 100
Conditional
33 100 97 100 99 100 100
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Figures 4.3.7 through 4.3.1 8 present the exposure rates for each item when the
unconditional exposure rate was implemented by test length and item pool. In each
case, the exposure rate of the vast majority of items is approximately at the desired
exposure rate. For example. Figure 4.3.7 shows the exposure rates for the low
discriminating constrained pool. For the 33% exposure rate, there are eight triangles
slightly above the reference level of 0.33 indicating that all but eight items are below
the desired threshold and those that exceed the threshold do so only marginally.
Similarly, for the 17% exposure rate, a relatively small number of items exceed the
desired exposure rate with the items in excess of the exposure rate nevertheless well
controlled. Finally, for the 1 1% exposure rate a similar pattern holds. As expected
as the maximum exposure rate is lowered more items are exposed at approximately
the maximum acceptable level and fewer items are not administered. This is
depicted in Figure 4.3.7 by the relatively large number of items along the x-axis in
the 33% condition in comparison to the 17% and 1 1% conditions. This pattern is
also apparent in percentage of items used in a pool provided in Table 4.3.1. Finally,
for 60-item CAT designs the proportion of items exposed at the maximum exposure
rate increases and the number of items that are not administered decreases since the
number of items that must be administered increases.
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Figures 4.3.19 through 4.3.30 provides two separate representations of the
exposure rates tor the 17% and 33% conditional exposure CAT designs by test
length and item pool. For each conditional exposure rate, the desired maximum
exposure rate was specified for 1 1 equal sized proficiency levels between -2.25 and
2.25.
The small hollowed indicators show the maximum conditional exposure level
across the 1 1 exposure levels by item. That is, the maximum exposure rate for each
item at any 1 of the 1 1 proficiency levels. Ideally, each item would not be exposed
at a rate greater than the threshold at any proficiency level. In each case, the
maximum conditional exposure rate for the majority of items is approximately at the
desired exposure rate. However, the exposure rates for some items are somewhat
larger than desired. For example. Figure 4.3.1 9 shows the maximum conditional
exposure rate for 40-item test from the low discrimination constrained pool has
several items that were exposed to approximately 40% of examinees within one ot
the 1 1 proficiency levels and one item that was exposed to nearly 50% of examinees
within a proficiency level. The remaining figures show that this is not an isolated
pattern.
The large solid indicators elaborate the proficiency levels at which the
conditional exposure rates are not maintained. That is, the 1 1 large solid indicators
for each exposure rate represent the maximum exposure rate across all items within
each of the 1 1 proficiency levels. For example. Figure
4.3.19 demonstrates that tor
the 33% exposure rate for items in the middle proficiency levels are relatively well
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maintained since no item was exposed to more than approximately 37% of
examinees within a proficiency level. However, at extreme proficiency levels the
conditional exposure rates are not as effectively maintained with exposure rates of
approximately 44% and 48% for the lowest and highest proficiency level,
respectively. Although this is not ideal, given the relatively low number of
examinees with extreme ability levels the number of exposures this suggests
exposures that are relatively modest2 .
In each condition, the conditional exposure rates are well maintained
throughout the center of the distribution with the specified conditional exposure rates
exceeded at either extreme. Given large departures from the desired conditional
rates were restricted to proficiency levels that represent a relatively small number of
candidates, these results were interpreted as reasonably approximating the specified
conditional exposure rates. Finally, it is noteworthy to observe that the pool usage is
considerably increased compared to the unconditional exposure levels since
relatively few items have maximum conditional exposure rates of zero. Again, the
pool usage is summarized in Table 4.3.1.
2 With the normal population with 9000 candidates used in this study, only 1 10 examinees
are
expected in the highest and lowest proficiency levels. Consequently, a conditional
exposure rate ot
50% within the highest and lowest proficiency levels corresponds to an item being exposed to
55
relatively able or weak candidates.
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4.4 Measurement Precision
This section summarizes measurement precision results that are not conditional
on proficiency. The reliability, mean error, root mean square error, decision
accuracy, false positive and false negative rate, and kappa coefficient at pass rates of
30%, 50%, and 85% of EAP ability estimates by test design and exposure control
level for the six item pools and test length results are presented in Tables 4.4.
1
through 4.4.12.
Several findings were consistent within the six item pools for both the 40- and
60-item test lengths. Test reliability was uniformly high across all conditions
ranging from 0.91 for the 40-item LFT designs with 1 1% exposure rates to 0.98 for
the 60-item CAT design with no exposure control. As expected, higher levels of
adaptation resulted in higher levels of test reliability when comparable item pools
and exposure rates were used. For example. Table 4.4.1 shows that the LFT, MST,
and CAT designs had reliabilities between 0.91 and 0.93, 0.91 and 0.94, and 0.93
and 0.96, respectively for 40-item tests from the low discrimination constrained pool.
Thus, test reliability was highest for CAT designs, lowest for the LFT designs, and in
between for the MST designs with some overlap that reflected differences in the
level and type of exposure control implemented.
Higher levels of exposure control (i.e., lower maximum exposure rates)
resulted in lower test reliabilities within test designs. For example, the 40-item LFT
designs using the low discrimination constrained pool had reliabilities
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of 0.93, 0.92, and 0.91 for the 33%, 17%, and 1 1% exposure rates, respectively.
Similarly, the type of exposure control implemented in the CAT designs, similarly
affected test reliabilities. Test reliabilities were highest with no exposure control,
lowest for conditional exposure control, and in between for unconditional exposure
controls. However, the unconditional exposure control method with low maximum
exposure rates did result in comparable reliabilities to conditional exposure control
with more liberal maximum exposure rates. Generally, the test reliabilities for the
conditional exposure methods tended to be very similar to those of the unconditional
method at the next lowest exposure level.
The mean error, or bias, of the EAP ability estimates is also reported in Tables
4.41 though 4.4.12. Across all conditions, the mean error of the ability estimates is
extremely small. This is likely due to the relatively long test lengths employed
allowing the creating of tests with small standard errors of measurement, the
simulation procedure used creating model-fitting responses, and the use of a N(0,1)
prior in the EAP estimation procedure that corresponded to the true ability
distribution used in the simulation.
The root mean square error was computed by taking the average of the squared
difference between the true and estimated ability. The RMSE results were consistent
with those expected given the test reliabilities. Higher levels of adaptation resulted
in lower RMSE when comparable item pools and exposure rates were used. That is,
the RMSE was lowest for CAT designs, highest for the LFT designs, and in between
for the MST designs. Similarly, within test designs higher levels of RMSE were
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associated with more stringent exposure control. For example, the 40-item LFT
designs using the low discrimination constrained pool had RMSEs of 0.42, 0.40, and
0.36 for the 33%, 17%, and 1 1% exposure rates, respectively. Within the CAT
designs, the no exposure condition had the lowest RMSE. The unconditional
exposure method had a lower RMSE than similar conditional exposure rates.
Many testing programs are also concerned with the accurate classification of
examinees into proficiency categories. This is especially important for credentialing
and licensure testing programs where overall measurement precision may be less
important than the correct identification of certifiable and non-certifiable groups.
Likewise, the classification accuracy can also be important to testing programs with
multiple purposes. For example, achievement tests maybe require high levels of
measurement precision throughout the proficiency range since individual scores are
reported and compared in addition to the classification of examinees into a number
of proficiency categories such as below basic, basic, proficient, and advanced.
To consider such situations, the decision accuracy, false positive and false
negative rates, and Kappa for cut scores corresponding to 30%, 50%, and 85%
failure rates were computed. As expected, across all conditions the decision
accuracy and Kappa coefficient was highest for the 85% failure rate since there are
relatively few examinees near this cut score. Decision accuracy and Kappa was
slightly smaller at the 30% cut score and lowest for the 50% cut score since these
thresholds have higher proportions of examinees near these cut scores.
Correspondingly, the false negative and false positive rates increased for
the 85%,
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30%, and 50% cut scores, respectively. The decision accuracy was high and
exceeded 88% for all cut scores regardless of design with more accurate
classifications, based on all measures, occurring with more adaptive test designs,
longer test length, higher discriminating item pools, and lower levels of exposure
control. Differences between the constrained and unconstrained item pools were
slight.
4.5 Conditional Measurement Precision
One of the most powerful incentives to implementing adaptive test designs is
the promise to improve the measurement precision throughout the ability range. In
particular, to improve the measurement precision of ability estimates for both the
relatively able and less able examinees. To evaluate the effectiveness of each test
design to measure examinees at various proficiency levels, the conditional RMSE
between true and estimated abilities were computed at 25 equally spaced levels of
true ability between -3.0 and 3.0.
Figures 4.5.1 through 4.5.30 present the conditional RMSEs for various test
designs by item pool, test length, and exposure control level. As with the
unconditional measures of measurement precision, longer test lengths, lower levels
of exposure control, more discriminating item pools, less constrained content
specifications, and more adaptive test designs are associated with highei levels of
measurement precision. However, the differences are somewhat more sti iking when
viewed conditionally. Small but noticeable differences are apparent through the
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middle of the proficiency distribution but the differences become quite large near
either extreme of the proficiency distribution.
For example. Figure 4.5.2 shows the conditional RMSE for a 40-Item test
from the low discrimination constrained pool with 17% exposure control. A
consistent difference of approximately 0.10 between the CAT, and the MSI and LFT
designs is apparent through the middle of the distribution. This difference becomes
much larger at either extreme. Also noteworthy is the magnitude of the difference
between all the test designs that featured exposure control and the CAT design
without exposure control. At present, however, the use of a CAT design without
exposure controls for large-scale high stakes examinations is not possible. If
resource limitations that prohibit such designs can be overcome, such as limited
testing capacity requiring numerous testing dates and consequently high levels of
exposure control, then such a procedure would have a decided advantage with
respect to measurement precision.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to compare LFT, MST, and CAT designs under
three levels of item pool quality, two levels of match between test and item pool
content specifications, two levels of test length, and several levels of exposure
control expected to be practical for a number of testing programs. This design
resulted in 132 conditions that were evaluated using a simulation study with 9000
examinees on several measures of overall measurement precision including
reliability, the mean error and root mean squared error between true and estimated
ability levels, classification precision including decision accuracy, false positive and
false negative rates, and Kappa for cut scores corresponding to 30%, 50%, and 85%
failure rates, and conditional measurement precision with the conditional root mean
squared error between true and estimated ability levels conditioned on 25 true ability
levels.
Test reliability was uniformly high across all conditions ranging from 0.91 to
0.98. Test reliability was highest for CAT designs, followed by the MST designs,
and lowest for the LFT designs given comparable exposure rates and item pools.
Similarly, within test designs lower levels of test reliability were associated with
more stringent exposure control. Within the CAT designs, the no exposure condition
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had the highest reliabilities. The unconditional exposure method had higher
reliabilities than similar conditional exposure rates. The reliabilities for the
conditional exposure methods tended to be very similar to those of the unconditional
method at the next lowest exposure level.
Across all conditions, the mean error of the ability estimates was extremely
small. This is likely due to the relatively long test lengths employed allowing the
creation of tests with small standard errors of measurement, the simulation procedure
used creating model-fitting responses, and the use of a N(0,1) prior in the EAP
estimation procedure that corresponded to the true ability distribution used in the
simulation. In this regard implementing procedures for generating non-model fitting
responses within the simulation study are an intriguing area for future research since
this has the potential to exasperate or obfuscate the differences in test reliability and
mean error between test designs.
The RMSE results were consistent with those expected given the test
reliabilities. Higher levels of adaptation resulted in lower RMSE when comparable
item pools and exposure rates were used. That is, the RMSE was lowest for CAT
designs, highest for the LFT designs, and in between for the MST designs.
Similarly, within test designs higher levels ofRMSE were associated with more
stringent exposure control.
Together, the test reliability, mean error, and RMSE between true and
estimated abilities show for both the 40- and 60-item test lengths what at first blush
perhaps seem small but consistent differences between test designs within item pool
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quality and match between test and item bank content specifications. For example,
for the 60-item test with the high discriminating constrained pool the largest
difference in reliabilities was between the LFT design with 1 1% exposure rate at
0.96 and the CAT with no exposure control at 0.98. For the LFT and CAT designs
respectively, this corresponds to a standard error of measurement with a standard
normal population of 0.20 and 0.14. From this perspective, the gains from a CAT
design with no exposure control are marginal compared to that provided by the much
simpler LFT design with a stringent exposure level.
However, the Spearman-Brown Formula suggests that the LFT design would
need to be lengthened by 204% to 123 items to have comparable reliability to the
CAT design. From this perspective, the CAT design offers significant advantages in
reducing the resources required for item development for a testing program. Clearly,
the CAT design provides the opportunity to significantly reduce item development
costs that may be highly advantageous to some testing programs compared to the
LFT design. Nevertheless, this advantage comes at the cost of significantly reduced
security due to the differences in exposure control inherent in this particular
comparison in addition to the non-psychometric advantages of LFT designs
discussed in Chapter 2 such as the ability of test developers to review individual test
forms and the ability of candidates to skip, review, and omit test items. These latter
advantages might be particularly compelling if the improvements in the standard
error of measurement resulting from adaptive test designs are not deemed to provide
substantial enough increases in the measurement precision to result in more
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confidence in the inferences that are to be drawn from test scores for a given testing
program.
The result of the decision accuracy, false positive and false negative rates, and
Kappa analyses indicated relatively small improvements in classification accuracy
between test designs within test length and item pool except for the CAT no
exposure control condition. Typically, the difference in classification between test
designs was approximately 2% within item pool and test length. Thus, for many
testing programs concerned only with the accurate classification of examinees into
proficiency categories with moderate to low consequences the use of adaptive test
designs may not hold significant enough increases in classification accuracy to
overcome the non-psychometric limitations or the added complexity associated with
the adaptive test designs.
Nevertheless, for testing programs where the outcomes have very significant
consequences these differences may justify adaptive test designs. For example, the
United States Medical Licensure Examination is required for all medical doctors in
the United States. Given the potential implications for the health and well being of
patients and their families that would be associated with incorrectly licensing
medical doctors that do not meet the licensing requirement, the United States
Medical Licensure Examination places extreme importance on high classification
accuracy and in particular, minimizing false positive rates. In this context,
improvement of tenths of one percent is considered to result in a significant
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improvement in the validity of the inferences drawn from this measure (David
Swanson, personal communication, July 24, 2002).
It should be noted that none of the test designs were specifically designed to
optimize the measurement precision at one or more of the specified cut point.
Consequently, modifications to the item selection procedures that are designed to
optimize measurement precision at given proficiency levels may produce results that
would lead to different inferences regarding the relative merits of each test design.
However, the 2% differences in decision accuracy reported in this study are
consistent with Xing (2000) for 35-item tests that had item selection designed to
maximize decision accuracy at three proficiency levels.
The conditional measurement results were consistent with the measures of
overall measurement precision. Conditional measurement precision was highest for
CAT designs, followed by the MST designs, and lowest for the LFT designs given
comparable exposure rates and item pools. Similarly, within test designs lower
levels of conditional measurement precision were associated with more stringent
exposure control. Within the CAT designs, the no exposure condition had the
highest reliabilities. The unconditional exposure method had higher conditional
measurement precision than similar conditional exposure rates.
Perhaps most significantly, the conditional measurement results showed
differential improvements in measurement precision by test design. That is, the
conditional measurement precision improvements for the adaptive test designs were
relatively small but consistent for proficiency levels between -1.75 and 1.75 where
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the highest proportion of examinees are found and relatively large improvements in
for proficiency below and above these levels.
Again, the importance of higher conditional measurement precision,
particularly in the tails of the distribution that can be achieved with adaptive designs,
is dependent on the inferences that are to be drawn from test scores. If the inferences
to be drawn focus predominately of candidates of moderate abilities then the
improvement in measurement precision in this part of the proficiency distribution
may not justify the added complexity in the test design and non-psychometric
characteristics of the CAT or MST designs. However, increasingly testing programs
seek to provide diagnostic feedback to less able candidates that requires relatively
high levels of measurement precision for low proficiency levels. Similarly, some
testing programs seek to identify the strongest candidates in addition to providing a
generally high level of measurement throughout the proficiency distribution.
Therefore, in testing programs where measurement precision for the most and least
capable candidates is important such as examinations awarding scholarships for the
most able examinees or providing limited support and remediation to the least able
examinees, the results of this study suggest a relatively strong advantage for the
adaptive designs.
5.2 Future Research
The findings of this study need to be tempered by the inability of the software
used to assemble MST and LFT forms that more closely the target information
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functions specified as the level of pool usage increased. Although it was expected
that the content match between the test specifications and item pool content
constraints would affect the capacity for the software to assemble test forms that met
reasonably specified targets this did not appear to be the major limitation. Indeed,
the differences in fit between the constrained and unconstrained pools are relatively
similar within the other factors considered. Instead, higher levels of pool usage,
which is predominately affected by test length and the level of exposure control,
impeded the assembly of highly matched targets when pool usage exceed
approximately 60%.
This limitation emphasizes several areas of research that are likely to play an
important role in moving the literature comparing test designs forward. One
approach to alleviate this difficulty is simply to increase the size of the item banks
available in test construction. Several lines of research seem promising in this
regard. The use of item cloning, shells, and variants provide a series of approaches
that have shown some promise (Bejar, Lawless, Morley, Wagner, Bennett, &
Revuelta, 2002; Haladyna & Shindoll, 1989; Hambleton, 2002; Roid & Haladyna,
1982; Scrams, Mislevy, & Sheehan, 2002). Another area that appears promising
Another approach that might prove successful is the development of alternative
methods for specifying target information functions that can be consistently
approximated by existing test assembly software. The average approximation
method that was implemented in this study was less effective as the required pool
usage became large (Luecht, 1992, 2000; Luecht & Hirsch, 1992). Iterative
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procedures that progressively adjust the target information functions so that they can
be reasonably met given an item pool would be useful in this regard.
Moreover, a systematic investigation that considers the relative advantages and
disadvantages that result from specifying higher target test information functions and
tolerating less adequate tit compared to specifying more conservative target test
information functions with more stringent lit requirements would be informative.
The reliability gains that would result from higher target information functions could
potentially more than oftset the loss ot conditional measurement precision where the
target information functions are not met.
Finally, additional software development efforts that use alternative algorithms
for automated test assembly could improve the ability to implement MST designs
when pool usage is required to be high. Mathematically optimization routines like
CPLEX have been successfully been implemented in shadow testing (van der
Linden, 2000). Shadow testing uses a systematic linear optimization technique that
considers every permutation of all items remaining to be selected. In contrast, the
NAWD item selection algorithm employed in this study for the LFT and MST
designs (as implemented in CASTISEL) and the WDM algorithm used in the CAT
design item selection are heuristics that provide efficient but not optimal solutions.
However, the use of such optimization routines requires technological improvements
for widespread implementation because the computer processing time is very high.
Another developing consideration for implementing adaptive computerized test
designs in building sustainable systems. Way, Stetten, and Anderson (2002)
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conducted a simulation study that emulated the inflow and outflow of items for a
testing program implementing a CAT design. Interestingly, they found that the level
of item development, exposure control, test length, and exposure constraints
implemented had am important impact on the sustainability of a CAT design.
Expanding the study’s design to include a variety of test designs would be an
additional method to considering the appropriateness of computerized test design for
a given testing program.
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